The Quality Control in Crowdsensing based on Twice Consensuses of Blockchain

Abstract

In most crowdsensing systems, the quality of the collected data is varied and difficult to evaluate while the existing crowdsensing quality control methods are mostly based on a central platform, which is not completely trusted in reality and results in fraud and other problems. To solve these questions, a novel crowdsensing quality control model is proposed in this paper. First, the idea of blockchain is introduced into this model. The credit-based verifier selection mechanism and twice consensuses are proposed to realize the non-repudiation and non-tampering of information in crowdsensing. Then, the quality grading evaluation (QGE) is put forward, in which the method of truth discovery and the idea of fuzzy theories are combined to evaluate the quality of sensing data, and the garbled circuit is used to ensure that evaluation criteria can not be leaked. Finally, the Experiments show that our model is feasible in time and effective in quality evaluation.
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**Introduction**
As the rapid development of information technology, intelligent terminals become popular in people’s lives, which provide the impetus for expand of crowdsensing [4, 5], the novel method to collect sensing data. While crowdsensing has the advantages of low cost, high convenience, high speed and so on compared with the traditional fixed sensor network, there exist some problems, among which the problem of data quality is particularly significant.

The existing solutions in crowdsensing for the quality problem commonly include two kinds. One is prejudgment-type [1, 6, 11], that is, the central platform select workers who may submit higher-quality data to do the tasks after task publishing. The other kind is incentive-type [2, 9]. By reasonably setting up the incentives, using reverse auction or other related models, the central platform tries to pay the workers according to their contribution, so as to improve the quality of task completion.

However, firstly, the realization of these technologies is all based on the existence of a fully trusted central platform, which is impossible in reality. The possibility that the central platform scams users exists. Also if the reliability of the platform can not be guaranteed, the malicious attacks and tampering can damage the interests of users. Meanwhile, both kinds of methods above require reasonable evaluation of sensing data in fact while the data is difficult to evaluate in crowdsensing.

To solve the problems mentioned above, the idea of blockchain is introduced into crowdsensing and the quality grading evaluation (QGE) is proposed. Blockchain [8, 12] is a popular concept nowadays that has been widely used in bitcoin and other fields. The social characteristics of human as a participant in crowdsensing make it necessary to make a change if blockchain idea is applied to this scenario. Thus, our paper mainly focuses on how to apply the idea of blockchain to crowdsensing. And for quality control, truth discovery and fuzzy theories are used in QGE to generate reasonable evaluation criterion for sensing data and the garbled circuit is constructed to prevent cheating.

**Blockchain-based Crowdsensing Quality Control Model**
In the model proposed in this paper, there are three roles: verifier, task publisher and workers. The credit-based verifier selection mechanism is proposed. As shown in Figure 1, the task publisher broadcasts the task information including the basic requirements of task data such as numerical precision and the range of data and so on. After the other nodes receive this broadcast, if it wants the work, the node broadcasts its own information. Then the verifier selects the workers according to the willing nodes’ information and replies them. After completing the task, the worker encrypts its sensing data using the public key of the task publisher, attaches its digital signature and the task information, generates a hash digest of the information and broadcasts. When the verifier receives the broadcast, it verifies whether the node is a worker of the task and whether it is acquired before deadline. And by the deadline, the verifier sends all the verified data to the task publisher and generates a Merkle Tree using the
hash digests of these data. The Merkle Tree is broadcast and the first consensus is conducted. The task publisher generates a garbled circuit and a quality grading table and broadcasts them. When the verifier receives them, it inputs the hash digest in the Merkle Tree into the garbled circuit to get the quality level of each data, and then compares the quality level with the quality grading table to determine the reward of each worker. The verifier generates a Merkle Tree using the information about the worker identity and their rewards, and combines it with the Merkle Tree generated in the first consensus to form a new Merkle Tree and generate a new block which is joined into the blockchain.

**Details in the Model**

**The Credit-based Verifier Selection Mechanism**

First, a group of nodes with high credit is selected. The node with the highest credit becomes the verifier within the time threshold to generate block. If it is times out, or the node completes the generation, another node in the group becomes the new verifier to generate a block. After generating $n$ blocks, the credit of the nodes of the whole network is recalculated and a new group of candidate verifier nodes is selected to generate blocks. The calculation of credit includes two aspects: the quality of historical task completion $Q_{oH}$ and the verification success rate $V_{sR}$. Considering the time decay in $Q_{oH}$, the exponential decay and time window
are used, which is as follows.

\[ QoH = baseQ + \sum_{i=1}^{n} e^{-\lambda_i} \frac{1}{m_i} \sum_{j=1}^{QoH} (Q_{ij} - baseQ) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)\]

where, \( baseQ \) denotes the basic value of \( QoH \), \( n \) denotes the number of time windows, \( m_i \) and \( Q_{ij} \) denote the number of completed tasks and the \( i \)-th task completion quality during the \( i \)-th time window respectively, and \( \lambda_i \) denotes the lower bound of the \( i \)-th time window. The average quality increment of each time window is calculated, and then multiplied by the amount of time decay. Finally the attenuated increment of each time window is added to the \( baseQ \) to obtain \( QoH \).

Using the same idea in \( QoH \), the calculation of \( VsR \) is as follows.

\[ VsR = baseV + \sum_{i=1}^{n} e^{-\lambda_i} \frac{Num_{correct}^{i}}{Num_{total}^{i}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)\]

where \( VsR \) denotes the verification correct rate, \( baseV \) denotes the basic value of \( VsR \), \( Num_{correct}^{i} \) and \( Num_{total}^{i} \) denote the frequency of the correct verification and the total number of verifications by the node in the \( i \)-th time window respectively.

In summary, the credit \( Cre \) is calculated as follows:

\[ Cre = QoH \times \alpha + VsR \times (1 - \alpha) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)\]

where \( \alpha \) denotes the proportion of \( QoH \) in credit.

**Quality Grading Evaluation (QGE)**

The quality grading evaluation (QGE) is proposed for data evaluation in this paper. First, the task publisher divides the data into three sets, H (high), M (medium) and L (low), according to the basic requirements in the task information using the idea of fuzzy mathematics. Then, the idea of truth discovery is used to evaluate the correctness of the sensing data. The similarity degree among the data is calculated. Data with similarity degree within a given requirement by task publisher is treated as the same set, and the data in the same set is considered to be the same. The turnout rate \( VR \) for each set is calculated as follows:

\[ VR(v) = \frac{Vote(v)}{Vote} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)\]

Where \( Vote(v) \) denotes the number of data in the set \( v \), \( Vote \) denotes the total amount of sensing data.

The correct probability calculation of data based on the conditional probability Bayesian formula is as follows:

\[ P(\psi(o) \mid v, true) = \prod_{5 \in S(o)} Cre_s \cdot \prod_{\varphi \in \varphi(o)} \frac{1 - Cre_{\varphi}}{n} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)\]

\[ P(\psi(o)) = \sum_{v \in S(o)} P(\psi(o) \mid v, true) \cdot P(v true) \]

\[ P(v) = P(v true|\psi(o)) = \frac{\prod_{5 \in S(o)} n Cre_s}{\sum_{v \in S(o)} \prod_{\varphi \in \varphi(o)} 1 - Cre_{\varphi}} \]

Where \( \psi(o) \) denotes the data value space for the requested object \( o \) in the task, \( n \) denotes the total number of data values, \( S(o) \) denotes the worker set that provides the data value, and \( S(o) \) denotes the worker set that provides the data value \( v \) to \( o \), \( Cre_s \) is the credit of worker \( S(o) \). According to the formulas, the correct possibility of each data is calculated using the credit of workers in this data set.

Thus, the correctness degree is calculated as follows.

\[ C(v) = \frac{P(v) + VR(v)}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)\]

Where \( C(v) \) denotes the correctness degree of \( v \).

Then, the data is divided into three sets again according to \( C(v) \) using the idea of fuzzy mathematics. The list
of fuzzy rules generated is as Table 1. The reward for each level is as follows.

\[
\text{Reward}_i = \lambda_i \frac{Bud}{n}, \quad i = A, B, C, D \text{ or } E
\]

where \(Bud\) denotes the budget provided in the task information, \(n\) denotes the number of workers, and \(\lambda_i \in [0,1] \) & \( \lambda_A \leq \lambda_B \leq \lambda_C \leq \lambda_D \). \( \lambda_c \) is often set to be zero.

A quality grading table is generated to show the relationship between the quality level and reward and a garbled circuit is constructed according to the relationship between the hash digest and the quality level. Yao’s garbled circuit [10] is a technique proposed by Andrew Chi-Chih Yao in 1980s. The garbled circuit is constructed for quality assessment, so that the criteria for perceived data are not leak out, avoiding cheating.

**Performance evaluation**

In order to verify the performance of the model we set up an experimental environment based on Ethereum, and used the malic acid content attribute in the UCI standard data set of wine [3] as the sensing data set to simulate the entire process of crowdsensing.

**The Running Time of Block Generation**

As shown in the figure 2 (a), with the increase in the number of users, the average time for generating blocks was increase, but all remain at the millisecond level. The running time of block generation is mainly affected by the number of workers in the task rather than the number of tasks.

**The Data Deviation**

In the experiments, data deviation \( disD \) is a measure of the degree of deviation between the data submitted by the user and the correct data value in the simulation, which is calculated as follows.

\[
disD = \left| \frac{\text{data} - \text{answer}}{\text{answer}} \right|
\]

where \( \text{data} \) denotes the task data submitted by the workers and \( \text{answer} \) denotes the correct data in the experiments. As can be seen from the figure 2 (b), as the number of workers in each task increases, the distance appears a clear downward trend. In addition, we randomly added 50 malicious nodes in the experiment and submitted error data. As figure 2 (c) shows, after the quality control in this paper, although the \( disD \) is still slightly higher than the condition before
the malicious node joins, the magnitude of change is not large, and comparing with the method of randomly node selection, it has a significantly better effect.

Conclusions
To solve the problems resulting by the central platform, the model based on blockchain is proposed. It achieves the centerless, irrevocable and non-repudiation, avoiding the harm of the attacks and frauds through twice consensuses mechanism. Meanwhile, this model realizes quality control through the quality grading evaluation (QGE) conducted by the task publisher during the analysis of result data which using the idea of truth discovery and fuzzy theories. It enables task publisher to obtain high-quality task data and workers to receive reasonable reward according to contribution.
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